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ABSTRACT

A deeper analysis of possible errors and inconsistencies in the analysis of vortex asymmetries owing to the

placement of centers of tropical cyclones (TCs) in mesoscale models is presented. Previous works have

established that components of the 2D and 3D structure of these TCs—primarily radial wind and vertical

tilt—can vary greatly depending on how the center of amodel TC is defined. This workwill seek to expand the

previous research on this topic, but only for the 2D structure. To be specific, this work will present how low-

wavenumber azimuthal Fourier analyses can vary with center displacement using idealized, parametric TC-

like vortices. It is shown that the errors associated with aliasing the mean are sensitive primarily to the

difference between the peak of vorticity inside the radius of maximum winds and the average vorticity inside

the core. Tangential wind and vorticity aliasing occur primarily in the core; radial wind aliasing spans the

whole of the vortex. It is also shown that, when adding low-wavenumber asymmetries, the aliasing is de-

pendent on the placement of the center relative to the location of the asymmetries on the vortex. It is also

shown that the primary concern for 2D analysis when calculating the center of a TC is correctly resolving

azimuthal wavenumber 0 tangential wind, because errors here will alias onto all higher wavenumbers, the

specific structures of which are dependent on the structure of the mean vortex itself.

1. Introduction

Historically, when diagnostic analyses of tropical cy-

clones (TC) are performed, whether fromobservations or

frommodel simulations, there are a few standard metrics

that are usually presented to provide information on the

systems. Some basic metrics include minimum sea level

pressure, maximum10-mwind speed, radius ofmaximum

winds (RMW), and radius of gale-force winds. More

advanced metrics include accumulated cyclone energy

(ACE), integrated kinetic energy (IKE) and destructive

potential (Powell and Reinhold 2007), and TC phase

(Hart 2003). These metrics are system scale. Some of

these metrics, such as the surface pressure minimum and

maximum 10-m wind speed, can be calculated in a rather

straightforwardmanner regardless of data source without

any additional data processing. ACE and IKE are de-

pendent on conversion of theCartesianwind components

to cylindrical wind components—specifically, to tangen-

tial wind. The TC phase requires the values of winds,

temperatures, and mass field parameters in a 500-km

circle surrounding whatever point is chosen for the center

of the TC. These calculations, however, are generally

performed using a single point as the TC center, whether

it is from a model TC location algorithm (Marchok 2002;

Walsh et al. 2007), from satellite location algorithms (e.g.,

Wimmers and Velden 2010), or from flight-level data

(Willoughby and Chelmow 1982).

For finer details of TC core structure, vortex-scale

analyses can include vortex tilt analyses (e.g., Jones

1995; Reasor and Montgomery 2001; Davis et al. 2008;

Reasor et al. 2013; Stern and Zhang 2013), azimuthal

Fourier wavenumber analyses (e.g., Reasor et al. 2009;

Riemer et al. 2010), and near-core eddy interactions

with the mean flow (e.g., Kwon and Frank 2008). These

analyses have the potential to be extremely sensitive to

center placement. Nguyen et al. (2014) used a single
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ARW simulation to demonstrate some differences in

diagnosed centers. They found that the pressure cen-

troid calculation yielded the smoothest results in both

time and in the vertical direction for their simulation

while also indicating that winds at a farther radius be-

yond the RMW should be calculated for stability.

Ryglicki (2015) demonstrated how, for an idealized

barotropically unstable vortex, some potential vorticity

(PV) centroids can become unstable and erratic during

times of maximummixing. They also demonstrated how

components of their eddy energy equation and Fourier

amplitudes vary when changing the center.

Many previous works have attempted to calculate the

center of model TCs using a variety of methods, as ex-

plored in Ryglicki and Hart (2015, hereinafter RH15).

RH15 presented an expanded analysis of center-finding

method differences. They divided center-findingmethods

into three distinct classes: local extreme (LE), weighted

grid point (WGP), and minimization of azimuthal vari-

ance (MAV). They showed how the spread of these

centers increases at higher levels in the storms. They also

demonstrated that the spread of the centers shows an

interesting relationshipwith intensity, as the spread of the

centers remains small for storms whose low-level maxi-

mum mean tangential wind (MMTW) speed is greater

than 33ms21 (RH15, their Figs. 6 and 7). These results

were consistent across the three models that they ana-

lyzed: Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale Pre-

diction System (COAMPS) TC model (hereinafter

COTC; Doyle et al. 2012), the Hurricane Weather and

Research Forecasting (HWRF) Model (Gopalakrishnan

et al. 2012), and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labo-

ratory (GFDL) TC model (Bender et al. 2007). It was

found that the spread of the centers can be manifested

in a variety of ways, such as in cylindrical wind conver-

sions and in vertical tilt magnitude and direction calcu-

lations. These are the first works that sought to analyze

differences between different methods explicitly, as im-

plications for center placement errors have only been

alluded to in various previous works (e.g., Willoughby

1992; Marks et al. 1992; Jones 1995; Frank and Ritchie

1999, 2001; Cram et al. 2007; Reasor et al. 2013).

This work will seek to expand the analyses presented

by RH15 by providing a more in-depth analysis of the

possible inconsistencies that arise when using different

center-finding methods on mature hurricanes. This work,

Part I, will focus on low-wavenumber Fourier analyses

and simple diagnostics (such as the RMW) at low levels.

Part II (D. R. Ryglicki et al. 2016, unpublished manu-

script) will focus on the three-dimensional structure and

vertical tilt. Reasor et al. (2009) showed low-level Fourier

analyses of vorticity in Hurricane Guillermo (1997),

where the center was defined using the Hurricane

ResearchDivision’s (HRD) simplexmethod (Marks et al.

1992), and noted a prominent wavenumber 2 feature.

Kwon and Frank (2008) computed eddy energy calcula-

tions and indicated that, as opposed to a barotropic vortex

(Kwon and Frank 2005), the primary energy transfer is

mean potential energy to mean kinetic energy, but the

center is implied to be a pressure minimum and not ex-

plicitly stated. Riemer et al. (2010) used a PV centroid

with a weighting box of 120km 3 120km and noted a

prominent wavenumber 1 feature in the vorticity field of

their sheared tropical cyclone. These are just some ex-

amples of differentways centers are defined and then used

to calculate different metrics. This is certainly not to say,

however, that any of the above methods are correct or

incorrect. Indeed, RH15 pointed out that the most im-

portant condition for defining a center is fulfilling a need

or answering a question posed. Ryglicki (2015) addressed

this problem by showing how terms in their barotropic

eddy energy equation and how the tilt itself could vary

wildly merely by choosing between two different centers

(their Fig. 19). This notion that different physical defini-

tions for the location of a center will identify different

locations in the TC is supported by observations. For ex-

ample, Black et al. (1972) noted that at upper levels in

their observed hurricanes, there existed two different

centers—a pressure center and a circulation center.

Low-wavenumber Fourier analyses have important

implications when attempting to diagnose vortex struc-

ture. For example, wavenumber 0mean tangential wind is

most often presented as the RMW, but wavenumber 1

vorticity could indicate a beta gyre (Wang and Holland

1996); wavenumber 1 radial wind and wavenumber 1

vorticity could indicate cross-vortex flow (Braun and Wu

2007) or a response to vertical shear (Riemer et al. 2010);

wavenumber 2 vorticity could be used as ameasure of eye

or eyewall ellipticity (Reasor et al. 2009); and wave-

numbers 3, 4, or 5 could be used to determine the polyg-

onal shape of an eyewall (Schubert et al. 1999, hereinafter

S99). These are just some of the ways that low-

wavenumber Fourier analyses could be used to assess a

vortex’s structure. To assess the implications of different

centers on diagnostic analysis, some of the analyses of

RH15 will be expanded in section 2. Section 3 will discuss

the methodology and the idealized profiles used for this

research. Section 4 will present the results of the idealized

profiles. Section 5 will present conclusions and a discus-

sion, including implications for future analyses.

2. Expanded analysis of RH15

To frame the argument for this particular problem

properly (i.e., low-wavenumber analyses and the di-

agnostics), the spread analysis of RH15 will be readdressed.
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Figure 1a shows the spread of the centers using the dataset

from RH15 at 850hPa, where spread is calculated as

s(z, t)5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

M
�
M

m51

[D
m
(z)]2

s
, (1)

where s is the spread, z is the vertical level, t is the

forecast lead time, M is the total number of methods,

m is the method, and Dm is the Euclidean distance

between a calculated center and the mean of the centers

for a given height and forecast lead time. As a reminder,

the RH15 dataset includes simulations of 2012 hurri-

canes Debby (Atlantic Ocean), Daniel (east Pacific

Ocean), and Emilia twice (east Pacific) in HWRF,

COTC, and GFDL for a total of 219 forecast times.

Table 2 of RH15, which catalogs all of the center-

finding methods used there, is imported here as

Table 1.

FIG. 1. (a) Absolute and (b) relative 850-hPa spread of the centers with respect to intensity. In

(b), solid lines are the medians and dashed lines are the interquartile ranges.
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Despite the fact that the signal is not quite as distinct

at 850 hPa as it is at 500 and 300 hPa (RH15, their Figs. 6

and 7), Fig. 1a shows that a dependence on intensity still

exists even at lower model levels. Here, intensity is de-

fined as the MMTW (the value of the mean tangential

wind at the RMW) at 900 hPa as calculated using the

HRD’s simplex method after applying the brute force

method (MAVWBS). This analysis is presented, how-

ever, in an absolute sense. Figure 1b presents these data

again displayed in a relative sense, as the ordinate is now

spread of the centers normalized by the RMW at

850 hPa as calculated from the MAVWBS technique.

Unless a storm is incredibly weak, the normalized

spread does not show the same signal against intensity as

the spread alone does in an absolute sense. In fact, the

median spread/RMW value for the entire dataset at this

level is approximately 0.225. The question then be-

comes, how much does this ratio matter, if at all?

Figure 2 is a snapshot of eastern Pacific Hurricane

Emilia (initialized 1200 UTC 10 July 2012) in HWRF at

forecast hour 6 at the 850-hPa level. It appears from this

image that most of the centers are packed closely to-

gether, except for PVMAXand perhaps PVCONCE (all

method abbreviations used in this paper are defined in

Table 1). PVC060060 is farther to the south than the

others clustered together. The normalized spread of

these centers is approximately 0.29. To investigate how

this spread might manifest itself with respect to RMW

characteristics and to Fourier analyses, the storm fields–

PV, zonal wind, and meridional wind—are first

interpolated to a cylindrical grid using Lagrange poly-

nomial bicubic interpolation. The cylindrical grid has a

radial grid spacing of 2 km and 64 points in the azimuth.

For reference, the horizontal grid spacing of this HWRF

simulation is 3 km. The Cartesian winds are then con-

verted to cylindrical winds on this new grid. Figure 3a is

the RMW and the MMTW for each of the 12 centers

used in RH15 at 850 hPa. Given the fact that the MAV

techniques seek to optimize the RMW itself, it stands to

reason that some of these centers from this particular

technique will have the largest MMTW: 62m s21.

Figure 3b is the same information as Fig. 3a, but nor-

malized by theMMTWand the RMWof theMAVWBS

method. If we assume that the MAVWBS is as close to

the optimal location of the RMW as possible (RH15,

p. 830), then from these figures, it would appear that the

sensitivity of the MMTW is less than that of the RMW,

given how even at farther distances of PVCONCE and

PVMAX, the MMTW does not decrease by the same

factor. This will be explored more thoroughly in section

4. Additionally, the MAV techniques, by maximizing

the MMTW, appear to result in the calculation of the

smallest RMW.

In addition to MMTW and RMW diagnostics, higher-

order analyses that have been used to reveal details

about the structure of TCs are low-wavenumber azi-

muthal Fourier analyses (e.g., Riemer et al. 2010;

Reasor et al. 2009). RH15 showed how, even for the

same storm, qualitative and quantitative analysis of

cylindrical wind fields can be greatly affected by the

positioning of the center. RH15 demonstrated that

radial wind variances occur over the breadth of the

storm itself, while tangential wind differences are

generally located in the inner core (RH15; Figs. 9–11).

Figure 4 shows the low-wavenumber (0,1, and 2)

Fourier amplitudes of PV (Fig. 4a), tangential wind

(Fig. 4b), and radial wind (Fig. 4c) of HWRFTCEmilia

at 850 hPa. While these images present a plethora of

information, only the most salient features will be

discussed.

Figure 4a indicates that PV variability seems to exist

most prominently at radii between 10 and 30 km.

TABLE 1. Center-finding methods used in RH15 and discussed in this paper. DOF is degrees of freedom, and abbrev gives the abbre-

viations and acronyms used in the text and figures to label the methods. This table is reproduced in its entirety from Table 2 of RH15.

Method Class DOF Abbrev

Tangential windmax, heightmin first guess, brute force in 53 5 gridpoint search area MAV 4 MAVWB

Tangential wind max, height min first guess, brute force in 5 3 5 gridpoint search

area, then simplex (maintain RMW and annulus), 30 iterations to convergence

MAV 5 MAVWBS

Tangential wind max, height min first guess, simplex, 30 iterations MAV 5 MAVWZMS; MAV WHMS

Tangential wind max, center of domain first guess, simplex, 30 iterations MAV 5 MAVWCS

Height min LE 3 ZMIN; HGT Min

Height ring, height min as first guess, 100 3 100 gridpoint subdomain, varying

annulus

WGP 5 ZRING; HGT Ring

PV centroid, 60 km 3 60 km weighting area, height min first guess, 10 iterations to

convergence

WGP 4 PVC060060; PV Cent. 60x60

PV centroid, 120 km 3 120 km weighting area, height min first guess, 10 iterations WGP 4 PVC120120; PV Cent. 120x120

PV centroid, 300 km 3 300 km weighting area, height min first guess, 10 iterations WGP 4 PVC300300; PV Cent. 300x300

PV centroid, entire domain as weighting area WGP 4 PVCONCE; PV Cent. Domain

PV max LE 3 PVMAX
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MAVWBS would indicate two peaks of PV in the

mean—one near 15 km and another near 26 km.

MEANC, ZMIN, ZRING, and PVC060060 do not show

this bimodal structure, instead placing a peak of vorticity

at a radius of approximately 20 km. These differences

also cascade to higher wavenumbers. For example,

MAVWBS would indicate a wavenumber 1 asymmetry

at 26 km, whereas PVC060060 eliminates this feature

almost completely in lieu of a wavenumber 1 asymmetry

farther out radially at 36 km and a wavenumber 2

asymmetry at approximately 28 km.

Tangential wind and radial wind differences are

presented in Figs. 4b and 4c. With the exception of

PVMAX (which is essentially an outlier), the mean

tangential wind structure is generally similar among

all methods. Most of the differences occur in the

wavenumber 1 asymmetry field between 0 and 30 km.

There also exist subtle, small differences in the

wavenumber 2 asymmetry field, but most of the

methods indicate a very weak signal (;1m s21) at

36 km. The radial wind differences, however, are very

striking. It would appear that radial flow is not sig-

nificant in a mean sense at 850 hPa, but the wave-

number 1 asymmetries show much greater variability.

The MAVWBS method would indicate that there

exists cross-vortex flow between 0 and 35 km at mag-

nitudes ranging from approximately 10 to 5m s21.

MEANC displays a notable gap in this flow at 32 km

and replaces it with a stronger asymmetry at 50 km.

An analysis based on PVC060060 would reduce the

flow at innermost radii (0–20 km), but it would also

indicate a stronger radial flow asymmetry at 40–60 km.

Figure 5 shows the interpretations of radial wind for

this level and time in HWRF using the 12 centers in-

vestigated in RH15. Some of them are subtly different

(MAVWB and MAVWBS); some are noticeably dif-

ferent (MAVWCS and PVC060060).

3. Idealized vortex construction

Evidently, there is much nuance and inconsistency

in performing Fourier analyses and diagnostics using

different centers. Additionally, the HWRF simula-

tions are notably complex from a numerical per-

spective since they include a host of diabatic

processes, external forcings, and additional parame-

terizations. It is for these reasons that we choose to

perform our center-position error analysis on ideal-

ized vortices. It is not clear that there is even a ‘‘best’’

or ‘‘correct’’ center based on previous work (RH15).

If we create idealized 2D vortices, we automatically

know what the ‘‘correct’’ solution to the problem is,

and we can hopefully extrapolate those experiences

to models of higher complexity. Two parametric,

prescribed profiles were chosen to construct the

idealized vortex profiles throughout the rest of this

work. The first profile is a wind-based parametric

profile (Willoughby et al. 2006, hereinafter WDR);

FIG. 2. Centers of Hurricane Emilia at 850 hPa in HWRF at forecast hour 6.Winds are given by

the colored shading, and heights are given by contours. Inset is zoom of the inner core.
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the second profile is a vorticity-based parametric

profile (S99).

The WDR profile (dual exponential) is defined as

V(r)5V
i
5V

max

�
r

R
max

�n

, 0# r#R
1
, (2a)

V(r)5V
i
(12w)1V

O
w, R

1
, r,R

2
, and (2b)

V(r)5V
O
5V
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�
(12A) exp

�
2
r2R
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X
1
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�
2
r2R
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X
2

��
, r$R

2
, (2c)

where n,Rmax,R1,R2,A,Vmax,X1, andX2 are prescribed

constants; r is the radius; and w is a bellramp transition

function that is defined as

w(j)5 126j5 2 420j6 1 540j7 2 315j8 1 70j9 , (3)

which is expressed in terms of a nondimensional

variable,

j5

�
r2R

1

R
2
2R1

�
. (4)

The specifics of solving for w and the profile itself are

explained in WDR. For all of the profiles in this work

that use the WDR profile, Vmax; Rmax; n; A; X1; X2; and

the denominator of Eq. (4), the width of the blend zone,

are all prescribed. The w is then obtained numerically

usingNewton’smethod, with a convergence threshold of

1 3 1026, following themethods outlined inWDR to get

R1 and R2. The S99 profile is defined as

z(r)5

8<
:
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1 d
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where S is theHermite polynomial [S(s)5 12 3s21 2s3]

and where ri, di, and zi are prescribed constants. The S99

profile is used when more exacting control of the vor-

ticity field is desired.

FIG. 3. (a) RMW and MMTW and (b) normalized RMW and MMTW for forecast hour 6 of Hurricane Emilia in HWRF at 850 hPa.
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FIG. 4. Azimuthal Fourier amplitudes of (a) PV, (b) tangential wind, and

(c) radial wind at 850 hPa for HWRF Hurricane Emilia.
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FIG. 5. (top three rows) Radial wind fields (m s21) for forecast hour 6 of Hurricane Emilia in HWRF at 850 hPa for each center, and the

(bottom left) mean and (bottom right) standard deviation of those fields. Abbreviations can be found in RH15.
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In cases in which a symmetric radial wind profile is

desired, a lognormal function is used. The radial wind is

prescribed as

U(r)5
U

max

r
exp

(
s2

t2

2
2

"
(lnr2 s)2

2t2

#)
, (6)

where Umax is the maximum radial wind and s and t are

prescribed constants. The details of the derivation of this

equation can be found in appendix A. The reason why a

lognormal function is used for radial wind is that, unlike

tangential wind, where the wind profile generally is

thought to be a power law in the core with an expo-

nential decay at larger radii (Willoughby et al. 2006),

there exists more debate about the radial structure of

radial winds in a hurricane (Kepert 2006; Zhang et al.

2009;Montgomery et al. 2014). Often, when radial winds

are presented, they are shown in boundary layer studies

in the r–z plane (e.g., Kepert 2006; Montgomery et al.

2014). The simple parameterization here does not ac-

count for return flow from the eye due to, for example,

supergradient winds, and it is presumed that the radial

wind ceases between the RMW and the center of the

vortex. As a comparison with a model, Fig. 6 shows the

absolute value of the mean wind components from

Emilia in HWRF at 950hPa from the same forecast time

as in Fig. 2. In HWRF Emilia, the radial wind profile

peaks around 1.3 3 RMW, while with the prescribed

profile of a tangential wind field based on Hurricane

Guillermo (Reasor et al. 2009), the peaked radial wind is

located at 1.5 3 RMW. We are not arguing that the

lognormal function is a perfect fit to a radial wind profile,

but we do believe that for our demonstrative purposes,

this prescription is adequate.

All parametric profiles are initialized on a high-

resolution cylindrical grid, where dr is 0.1 km and dl is

p/360 radians. After the initial profiles are specified, the

WDR profile is converted to vorticity. If asymmetries

are to be added, the symmetric vorticity field is then

converted to a streamfunction field by inverting the re-

lation z(r)5=2c(r), using the trapezoid rule twice and

the boundary condition that the streamfunction van-

ishes far from the vortex. After the symmetric stream-

function has been calculated, Gaussian asymmetries are

added in the form

c0(r, l)5A0 exp

"
2
(r2 b)2

2c2

#
cos[n(l2u)] , (7)

where A0 is the amplitude, b is the radial location of the

asymmetries, c is the radial width, n is the wavenumber,

l is the azimuth angle, and u is the phase angle. To

mimic real eyewall perturbations, asymmetries are

centered on the steep gradient of vorticity between the

inner-core vorticity and the RMW (e.g., S99; Hendricks

et al. 2009; Reasor et al. 2009). The perturbation radial

FIG. 6. Magnitudes of symmetric tangential and radial winds (top) for forecast hour 6 of

Hurricane Emilia in HWRF at 950 hPa and (bottom) for a prescribed symmetric wind field

based on Hurricane Guillermo with a prescribed lognormal radial wind field.
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wind field, full tangential wind field, and full vorticity

field are then derived from the full streamfunction field

(with exceptions to be noted later). If a symmetric radial

(irrotational) wind is to be added, it is added at this

point. The cylindrical winds, regardless of perturbations,

are converted to Cartesian winds on the cylindrical grid.

These three fields—vorticity and the two Cartesian wind

components—are then interpolated using bicubic in-

terpolation to a Cartesian grid where dx 5 dy 5 2 km.

This grid spacing is meant to mimic some cloud-system-

resolving simulations that use Cartesian domains (e.g.,

Braun and Wu 2007). It is on this grid where the center

will be displaced. Unless otherwise noted, there will be

32 different centers—one at the true center, and then 31

intermediate centers between the true center and the

RMW—spaced evenly apart. At each new center, the

Cartesian grid is interpolated back to a cylindrical grid

using bicubic interpolation, identical to section 2’s

HWRF analysis. The Cartesian winds are converted

back to cylindrical winds at this point. While the two

interpolations may result in the addition of small am-

plitude artificial noise, most of the analyses presented

will be low wavenumbers (0–4), and the possible data

degradation, we feel, is minimal in those wavenumbers.

4. Idealized analyses

a. Idealized symmetric case study

First and foremost, it should be stated that this work is

not meant to examine every nuance of either the WDR

profile or the S99 profile. We will attempt, however, to

be clear as to how the vortices are prescribed. To gauge

basic behavior of shifting the center on a symmetric

vortex, the first vortex analyzed will be one whose pa-

rameters have already been fitted to an observational

profile in WDR (their Fig. 2): Hurricane Diana (1984).

Figure 7 shows the initial winds and the initial vorticity

profile. The appeal of the dual-exponential WDR for-

mulation [Eq. (2c)] is that it allows for a peaked vorticity

profile inside the RMW and sharper wind gradients

around the RMW itself, structures which observations

indicate are present in mature storms (Mallen et al.

2005; Reasor et al. 2009; Hendricks et al. 2012).With the

initial profile set, the center can be moved iteratively

from the true center to the RMW. Figure 8 presents the

normalized change inMMTWandRMWas the center is

moved. The expansion of the RMW appears to be par-

abolic, as the RMW change at early offsets is small

compared to later offsets. The decrease in MMTW,

however, is much more gradual, indicating that dis-

placement of the center will have a larger effect on the

RMW’s expanse than on its magnitude.

Figure 9 is a ‘‘postage stamp’’ plot that presents the

normalized low-wavenumber Fourier amplitude error

profiles of vorticity, tangential wind, and radial wind. The

thin black line is the RMW calculated from that particular

offset (it is a diagonally mirrored line for the RMW from

Fig. 8). Wavenumber 0 radial wind shows the artificial

noise from the two interpolations as discussed previously.

The mean tangential wind decreases outward, mainly fol-

lowing the RMW, but there is also an increase in themean

at inner radii. The mean vorticity appears to bifurcate, as

the maximum vorticity value moves radially inward and

decreases in magnitude as the RMW increases outward.

Unsurprisingly, as the calculated center moves away

from the correct center, aliasing errors increase. What is

slightly unexpected is the structure and magnitude of

these errors. While most of the aliasing occurs onto

wavenumber 1, there is far more nuance to the problem

thanmerely that fact. Tangential wind aliasing errors are

largest inside the RMW with weaker signatures outside

the RMW, while radial wind errors possess a much

larger radial extent. For both tangential wind and radial

wind, the errors become largest when the calculated

center is farthest from the true center. The reason why

radial wind errors appear so much larger in expanse is

that radial wind aliasing errors are much more sensitive

to displacement than tangential wind. Expressions,

whose derivations are in appendix B, for relating the

aliased errors of only the tangential winds are

ynt 5 yot cos(un 2 u
o
) and (8a)

un
r 5 yot sin(un 2 u

o
) , (8b)

where the superscripts and subscripts n and o indicate the

components relative to a new center and an old center,

respectively, and u is the angle between a given grid point

and a center location. In this case, the ‘‘old’’ center is the

original, or true, center. Ultimately, since the sine func-

tion changesmore rapidlywith small changes in u at small

u, the radial wind will be changed more rapidly than the

tangential wind over the breadth of the storm. Tangential

wind differences will be most apparent where u changes

are large—that is, closer to the moved center.

Vorticity asymmetries do not behave in this manner

because of structural differences. The maximum vor-

ticity asymmetries for wavenumbers 1–3 occur at 0.2 3
RMW, 0.3 3 RMW, and 0.35 3 RMW, respectively.

Additionally, in terms of absolute numbers, these max-

imum values (all 1023 s21) are 2.62, 1.41, and 1.05, re-

spectively, when the mean value at these locations is

between 3.0 and 4.0. It is important to remember that

from Fig. 1b, the median normalized spread at 850hPa

for the entire dataset in RH15 is approximately 0.225, so

it is entirely plausible that aliasing errors could play a
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nontrivial role in Fourier analyses, especially when

those analyses involve low-wavenumber vorticity.

It is important to keep in mind that these aliasing er-

rors presented so far are from the symmetric mode only.

There are many different aspects of a symmetric vortex

that could affect the sensitivity of the aliasing—intensity

of the vortex, size of the vortex, size of the RMW, and

structure of the vortex, to name a few—but we will limit

our discussion to those aspects that affect the aliasing

the most. Additionally, we will address asymmetries and

cross-vortex flow from a background wind field.

b. Inner-core symmetric variations and isolated
asymmetries

First, we will examine how the inner-core peak vor-

ticity profile affects aliasing. To address this feature

directly, S99 profiles were used, as noted above, to exert

more exacting control over the vorticity profiles.

Figure 10 shows the eight profiles constructed using the

S99 method. Four of the eight profiles maintain an inner

vorticity value of 3.0 3 1023 s21 and alter the values of

the peak vorticity; four of them are shifted radially in-

ward.While the outer wind structures are not as realistic

as the exponential profile, they do not significantly alter

the results of the findings presented here.

The normalized change in RMW and MMTW for all

of the S99 profiles is shown in Fig. 11. These results in-

dicate that RMW is much more sensitive to misplaced

errors than is MMTW, which confirms the results seen

from HWRF Emilia (Fig. 3). What is interesting is that

regardless of the vorticity structure—and the resulting

tangential wind structure—the error profile does not

FIG. 7. Initial profiles of (top) wind and (bottom) vorticity for Hurricane Diana using the

WDR method.
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appear to vary significantly. This test was performed

with various more realistic WDR profiles, and the re-

sults are nearly the same (not shown). Ultimately, the

only configuration that yielded the most deviance from

the behavior shown here was one that used a single-

exponential WDR profile. In that case, where the falloff

of the winds outside the RMW is much more gradual

than in the dual-exponential profiles, the MMTW drops

much more slowly, with a 15% reduction in magnitude

at maximum displacement. The RMW increases by

100% at the same distance.

For azimuthal Fourier amplitude differences, in a

general sense, the errors expressed by the Diana ex-

periment (Fig. 8) are consistent with the visualizations

of errors of all of the S99 profiles tested here. The

difference between the peak and the innermost core of

vorticity is what adds nuance to the error structure.

Figure 12 displays Fourier amplitudes of wavenumber 1

vorticity. If there is no peak of vorticity between the core

and the outer regions of the vortex, then the aliasing

pattern skews toward inner radii. If a vorticity peak is

present, then larger asymmetries skew outward, fol-

lowing the shifting RMW.Additionally, there is an inner

lobe of aliased error when a peak is present. When

looking at radial wind errors, as shown in Fig. 13, the

changing inner core profile causes an increase in radial

wind error that seems to move with the inward-moving

vorticity error.

Altering the radial size of the vortex alters the size of

the errors spatially. Focusing on the vorticity field,

FIG. 8. WDR Diana normalized (top) RMW and (bottom) MMTW error profiles with in-

creasing offset. Here, offset is the distance of the center from true center (offset 5 0) to the

RMW (offset 5 1) normalized by the RMW.
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Fig. 14 compares the large peak and the small peak

vortices with their inward-shifted counterparts. The

aliasing errors are of the same magnitudes for the peak

values, but the offsets over which the errors are largest is

greater when the vortex is smaller. This would indicate

that for small storms whose winds, and thus vorticity, are

very peaked, there is a smaller margin for error when

calculating the center to prevent aliasing errors.

Having looked at how variations of the inner-core

symmetric profile affect the aliasing error profile, we will

now investigate the aliasing error profiles of asymmetric

structures. To isolate the aliasing errors of the asymme-

tries, the symmetric vortex profile will be removed after

the RMWhas been calculated so the asymmetries can be

placed properly. Ultimately, the characteristics that de-

termine the structure of aliasing errors are not only the

size and the strength of the asymmetries but also the lo-

cation of the center placement relative to the asymmetry.

Figure 15 shows an example of this structure in the vor-

ticity field. In all cases, the wavenumber 1 asymmetry is

located in the same spot. What is different is how the

centers aremoved. They aremoved toward themaximum

of the asymmetry, toward the minimum of the asymme-

try, or along the zero contour of the wavenumber 1 vor-

ticity asymmetry. In this case, if the center is moved along

the axis either toward or away from the maximum, then

there exist dual lobes that extend both radially inward

and outward. If the center is positioned at any point on

the zero axis, the information loss is more gradual before

bifurcating. This behavior is consistent with all other vi-

sualizations for other wavenumber asymmetries, except

that the aliasing lobes become more numerous with

higher wavenumbers as the center placement drifts from

the true center (not shown). Figure 16 shows how the

wavenumber asymmetries, where the center drift is shif-

ted along the zero axis, alias onto other lowwavenumbers

in isolation. Most of the aliasing cascade is to higher

wavenumbers (not shown). Changing the radial size and

magnitude of the asymmetry will alter its characteristic

error profile accordingly, but the general behavior is

FIG. 9. Error profiles of normalized low-wavenumber Fourier amplitudes of vorticity, tangential wind, and radial wind for the WDR

Diana profile for wavenumbers 0–3. Ordinate values are the offset value of the center with respect to the true center, and abscissa values

are the value of the radius with respect to the original RMW. The black line is the RMW for that offset (i.e., inverted from Fig. 8).
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similar to what is seen here—wavenumber asymmetries

generally yield dual lobes at other wavenumbers as dis-

placements increase. Note that when applied to a full

vortex, the RMW and MMTW error profiles do not

change (not shown). When multiple asymmetries con-

structively interfere and become large enough, as will be

explored in section 4d, they will begin to alter those di-

agnostic error profiles.

c. Symmetric tangential and radial winds

As was shown previously in section 4a, the aliasing of

the mean tangential wind primarily affects inner-core

vorticity and wavenumber 1 radial winds. While a strong,

symmetric radial inflow is not relevant for the middle

levels of amature storm (Montgomery et al. 2014, cf. their

Fig. 3), it is certainly relevant for lower levels of the storm

(Kepert 2006, cf. his Fig. 5). A symmetric radial wind

profile was added to the WDRDiana in a similar fashion

as the one seen in Fig. 5. The postage-stamp plot of error

profiles can be seen in Fig. 17; however, on the top row,

vorticity has been replaced with divergence. Since sym-

metric tangential wind is derived via the streamfunction,

it is purely nondivergent. The symmetric radial wind is

derived via the velocity potential and is thus purely

irrotational. The aliasing of the symmetric radial wind

onto vorticity is negligible akin to how the aliasing of

the symmetric tangential wind onto divergence is also

negligible (not shown).

What is most interesting here is how the purely sym-

metric field is aliased onto other components of the

storm. In comparing Fig. 17 with Fig. 9, the wavenumber

1 radial wind field does not appear sensitive to the sym-

metric radial wind field at all. Indeed, for this radial wind

profile, the maximum difference between the profile with

FIG. 10. Initial (top) wind and (bottom) vorticity profiles of the eight S99 vortices.
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the radial wind and without is only 1.75ms21, and that

only occurs when the center is offset to the original RMW

(not shown). Furthermore, the most significant aliasing

occurs onto wavenumber 1 of tangential wind in the gap

between the two lobes seen in Fig. 9.

d. Symmetric tangential and radial winds with
multiple inner-core asymmetries and a background
flow

For this section, which comes the closest to what

might actually be found in a modeled storm, a new

profile is used. The symmetric profile and the asym-

metries for this subsection are based on observational

records of eastern Pacific Hurricane Guillermo from

1997 (Reasor et al. 2009; Reasor and Eastin 2012). The

magnitudes of the asymmetries are provided, but the

phases are not (cf. Figs. 15 and 16 from Reasor et al.

2009). For this particular section, the zero axes of all of

the perturbations are coincident. A 25m s21 straight-

line background zonal flow is added, and the same

symmetric radial wind field from section 4c is added.

The full profile can be seen in Fig. 18. The lobes on

either side of the perturbation vorticity maxima are due

to the prescription of the vorticity from the Gaussian

streamfunction perturbation. Guillermo appeared to

have a much broader wind profile than Diana. The

RMW and MMTW change is not noticeably different

from what was shown for the varying inner-core vor-

ticities of the S99 profiles when considering only the

symmetric component; however, what does alter the

FIG. 11. Normalized error profiles of (top) RMW and (bottom) MMTWwith offset centers for

the S99 vortices.
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RMW and the MMTW error profiles is the position of

the asymmetry relative to the center position. Three

separate profiles were analyzed for this particular case,

all of which maintained the same amplitudes of the

perturbations but shifted the phases in unison. These

can be seen in Fig. 19.

Figure 20 shows the change in RMW and MMTW of

the three final profiles plus only the symmetric profile.

All of the centers are moved due northeast from their

original starting positions. The overall decrease in

MMTW is less than that for WDR Diana (Fig. 7) be-

cause of the slower fall-off of the winds outside the core

relative to the peak wind. What is most surprising about

this is how different the RMW values are at even low

values of the offset. When the center is moved directly

toward the largest asymmetry, the RMW change is vir-

tually the same to just the symmetric profile. Con-

versely, if the center is moved parallel to the maximum

asymmetry, the RMW decrease does not occur until an

offset of 0.12. If the center is moved away from the

FIG. 12. Normalized wavenumber 1 azimuthal Fourier amplitudes of vorticity for the S99 vortices: no peak

(S99-flat), small peak (S99-sp), medium peak (S99-mp), and large peak (S99-lp).
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asymmetry, then the RMW increases in size even faster

than in the original profile. The MMTW error profile,

however, barely changes among the four profiles.

The error profiles of vorticity for the three vortices are

shown in Fig. 21. The general symmetric and wave-

number 1 structures are very similar in all three, in-

dicating that once again, the primary factor controlling

these error profiles is the symmetric tangential profile.

When the center is moved in the direction of the largest

anomaly (Guillermo-final), then the maximum values of

vorticity are no longer located just inside the original

RMW.Wavenumber 1 error profiles look very similar to

the ones shown in previous sections. Where the differ-

ences start to appear more prominently is in wave-

number 2 and beyond. While the general shape of the

error profiles are similar such that it is evident that the

symmetric profile is the main source of error, the nu-

anced differences among the three profiles become quite

prominent. To demonstrate how this may affect di-

agnostic analysis, Fig. 22 is a comparison of Fourier

amplitudes at the RMW for the four Guillermo-based

profiles. Wavenumber 2, the wavenumber that could be

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for wavenumber 1 radial wind field.
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useful for determining whether a vortex is elliptical,

behaves slightly erratically at low offsets, both in-

creasing and decreasing here in a narrow offset band.

This would indicate that caution may be needed when

assessing ellipticity of a vortex.

Figure 23 shows the differences between Guillermo-

final and Guillermo-final-rot for the Fourier amplitudes

of vorticity, tangential wind, and radial wind. Evidently,

beyond just the symmetric profiles seen before, there

exists much variability when multiple asymmetries are

introduced. For vorticity, when moving toward the

vorticity maximum, there exists a small increase in the

mean profile at the RMW and also a secondary maxi-

mum toward inner radii, peaking at the instance where

the center is located directly inside the large asymmetry

(0.9 offset). This movement also results in a larger re-

sponse in all vorticity wavenumbers shown here when

compared with a rotated asymmetry. The difference

structures, however, become far more chaotic at higher

wavenumbers, as aliasing errors spread out across other

wavenumbers. For tangential wind, the asymmetries are

generally much smaller than the symmetric profile.

These values are between 1 and 5m s21, whereas the

peakMMTW is 55ms21. Radial wind structures are also

much smaller than their respective symmetric-error

counterparts. This indicates that postprocessing in-

formation based on one center can be very difficult and

inconsistent when asymmetries are present, especially

vorticity-based analyses.

5. Summary and discussion

In this paper, we have attempted to break down and

explore more thoroughly possible errors associated with

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 12, but for S99-lp, S99-sp, large peak shifted inward (S99-lp-shift), and small

peak shifted inward (S99-sp-shift).
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center placement of mature tropical cyclones. We pre-

sented an expanded analysis of RH15’s dataset—2012

TCs North Atlantic Debby, east Pacific Danny, and east

Pacific Emilia simulated in HWRF, COTC, and GFDL,

respectively—which included a relative spread calcula-

tion and a Fourier analysis of Hurricane Emilia from

2012 in HWRF. We showed that, despite the fact that

absolute spread, defined as root-mean-square distance

from a mean of the centers, appears to depend on in-

tensity, relative spread (the unitless spread divided by

the RMW) does not show a strong relationship with

intensity. Over the RH15 dataset, the median relative

spread value is approximately 0.225. Through azimuthal

Fourier analyses, we showed that most of the differences

occur in potential vorticity and radial wind. We also

showed that the MMTW is less sensitive to a changing

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 12, but for S99-lp and three Gaussian wavenumber 1 perturbations (no symmetric field). The

offset vector is toward the maximum (to-wv1), toward the minimum (away-wv1), or where the perturbation is zero

(mid-wv1).
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center than the RMW. It is difficult to postulate mean-

ingful analyses of these profiles, however, because of the

inherent complexity of the simulations in HWRF and

the lack of a ‘‘true’’ center. To compensate for this, we

chose to build idealized vortices using two peer-

reviewed parametric vortex construction methods:

a wind-based one from WDR and a vorticity-based one

from S99. We converted these profiles to stream-

functions and then added Gaussian perturbations. This

is done in order to maintain physical consistency be-

tween vorticity and wind fields. If necessary, a sym-

metric radial wind field with a lognormal-in-radius

profile was added followed by a background wind

field. Multiple profiles using both the WDR and the S99

methods were analyzed.

The first profile analyzed using the WDR method

is from the source reference, Hurricane Diana from

1984, and is tangential wind only. The center used for

FIG. 16. Normalized wavenumber 2 error profiles for isolated asymmetries. Each asymmetry is placed on the

S99-lp vortex and then analyzed in isolation, with the offset beingmoved along the zero axis. Themagnitudes of the

original vorticity asymmetries are 0.914, 1.23, 0.740, and 0.665 (1023 s21) for each respective asymmetry.
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calculations—which, when normalized by the RMW

distance, is defined as an offset—was displaced from the

true center to theRMW in 32 increments. At each offset,

Fourier analyses were performed to demonstrate aliasing

errors. It was shown that the tangential wind aliasing

errors are located primarily inside the RMW, while

primarily wavenumber 1 radial wind asymmetries stretch

over the breadth of the storm. Trigonometric expressions

were derived to explain why radial wind is more sensitive

than tangential wind. Vorticity asymmetries peak at

offsets of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.35 for wavenumbers 1, 2, and 3,

respectively. The values here appear to be nonnegligible

when compared with themean, on the order of themean

values itself. These offsets are relevant given the in-

formation presented on the spread/RMW analyses of

the RH15 dataset.

Using various symmetric vortices from the S99

method, it was shown that RMW and MMTW error

profiles do not vary significantly based on inner-core

vortex profile. In fact, the change of the MMTW with

respect to the offset is smallest, and only slightly, when

the difference between the peak wind and the wind at

outer radii is small. The projection of symmetric vor-

ticity to higher wavenumbers is dependent on both

size of the core and the difference between the peak

vorticity and the inner-core vorticity. Smaller storms

show larger areas of aliased error, while storms with

higher peak vorticity values have more localized areas of

larger errors.

Adding additional components to the vortex un-

surprisingly complicates the error profiles. The aliasing

error structures of asymmetries, for example, depend

not only on the intensity of the asymmetries but also on

the location of the asymmetries relative to the center.

When adding a symmetric radial wind component, the

primary aliasing error is manifested in both the di-

vergence field and the wavenumber 1 tangential wind

field, albeit weakly in the latter case. A straight-line

background wind field adds to the wavenumber 1 com-

ponents of the flow. Finally, when multiple asymmetries

FIG. 17. Error profiles of normalized azimuthal Fourier amplitudes of divergence, tangential wind, and radial wind for the WDR Diana

profile with symmetric radial inflow.
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with different phases are added, there exists the

potential for noticeable change in RMW calculation

depending on how a center is positioned relative to a

large asymmetry.

The underlying theme consistent throughout section 4

is that the aliasing error of the symmetric mode is the

dominant signal in error profiles, while asymmetric

structures add nuance. Given the plethora of center-

finding methods, we propose two solutions to the ques-

tion of ‘‘Which center do I choose?’’ First, given the

example of Emilia in HWRF and the results presented

here, the best possible solution is to use multiple centers

to test the robustness of physical features on and around

the eyewall. Perhaps some sort of statistical post-

processing could further clarify the physicality of the

results in a probabilistic way. Second, if one were to

choose one and only one method for determining the

center in order to compute dynamical quantities in cy-

lindrical coordinates such as azimuthal Fourier compo-

nents or eddy-mean flux calculations, then we would

suggest using a technique that seeks to maximize the

mean. From RH15, that would be the MAVWBS

method—the method that iterates over a fixed number

of grid points to find the RMWand then uses the HRD’s

simplex method to fine-tune those results. The reason

we suggest this is that from the analyses presented here,

the error of the mean can only be aliased to higher

wavenumbers in a consistent and somewhat predictable

way, whereas errors from asymmetries are very de-

pendent on the relative location of those asymmetries

with respect to the calculated center. Additionally, the

upscale aliasing is small given a reasonably calculated

center. One has to make a choice on which information

needs to be preserved and which needs to be sacrificed.

Given this dilemma, we would suggest preserving the

mean and sacrificing some of the higher-order asym-

metric information. Using this as a mindset, we would

argue for the HWRF Emilia example at 850 hPa, the

RMW is 36 km, the MMTW is 61m s21, and the wave-

number 1 PV value of approximately 1 PVU peaked at

26 km most closely represents the physical reality. For

similar reasons, we would also state that, for example,

FIG. 18. Initial conditions for the Guillermo-like vortex. Fourier amplitudes are absolute values. White rings are 20-km radial contours.

For this vortex, all center offsets are moved to the northeast from the starting position to the RMW.
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the wavenumber 2 prominence shown by Reasor et al.

(2009) is also a physical reality with minimal computa-

tional error. Both use HRD’s simplex method to find

the center.

An important distinction we would like to make is

the difference between physical realities and compu-

tational artifacts. When a tropical cyclone evolves,

whether in a model or in nature, it does so according to

whatever physical processes are dominant at the time

in shaping its evolution—processes such as environ-

mental flow, boundary layer turbulence, barotropic

eyewall breakdown, sea surface fluxes, convective

processes, and so on. These physical processes occur

regardless of the viewer’s perspective. Where the am-

biguity lies is in determining the components of these

for storm-relative postprocessing analyses. For exam-

ple, in Fig. 9, at an offset of 0.1, there is a wavenumber 1

radial flow of approximately 4m s21 at the RMW. That

radial flow is obviously nonphysical, as the vortex is

prescribed as tangential flow only, and is a computa-

tional artifact; however, the magnitude of the total

wind of the vortex does not change, only our storm-

relative perspective of the components of that wind

changes. Optimally, what one would do is use multiple

centers to test the physical robustness of a feature, as

seen in Emilia in section 2. Several centers indicate a

PV wavenumber 1 of 1 PVU, which agrees with the

MAVWBS solution.

An important caveat here is that we suggest the

MAVWBS method and those of its ilk (e.g., Xu et al.

2015) for two-dimensional dynamical analyses; this is

most certainly not the suggestion for 3D analyses.

Observations sometimes indicate dynamically co-

evolving centers (Black et al. 1972), and we feel that it

is useful not only to discuss the location of centers in

isolation based on a certain dynamic parameter (cir-

culation maximum, pressure minimum, PV centroid,

etc.) but also to discuss how those centers evolve with

respect to each other. That discussion is reserved for

Part II of this series. Additionally, this work neglects

the beginning and end times of a TC’s life cycle—

genesis and extratropical transition (if applicable), re-

spectively. These are both important topics that need

investigation, as the reasoning behind using the MAV

methods—wavenumber 0 is the dominant mode—begins

to falter.

Last, we would like to suggest that the results of this

manuscript extend beyond the direct or diagnostic

analysis of TC structure. We speculate that our results

have important ramifications to the assimilation of

FIG. 19. The three Guillermo-based profiles. In each profile, the center is displaced to the northeast, stopping at the RMW.
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observations of tropical cyclone parameters in ensemble

data assimilation algorithms. Previous work in ensemble

data assimilation has assimilated observations of tropi-

cal cyclone center and various measures of intensity

(e.g., Wu et al. 2010; Chen and Snyder 2007). For ex-

ample, Wu et al. (2010) assimilated TC position by

identifying the TC center using a geopotential anomaly

centroid method with a 300-km box averaging region in

their ensemble Kalman filter algorithm. RH15 has

shown that the use of a large box in a centroid method

(where 300km is considered to be large relative to the

size of the RMW) is likely to lead to a larger sensitivity

to the outer portions of the storm when the inner-core

vortex is potentially of more interest. In an ensemble

method this center finding must be done to each

member, and this additional noise in each member can

result in a degradation of the state estimate at the end of

the assimilation and/or a substantially larger observa-

tion error variance than what would be required with an

accurate center-finding algorithm. Similarly, the act of

finding the center of each ensemble member must

technically be done consistently with the way the center

of the TC is found for the observation. If the observation

of TC center is accurate and unbiased, then so must be

the result of the method to identify the center of each

ensemble member. Last, Wu et al. (2010) also assimi-

lated observations of TC intensity based on a fit to the

WDR profile of various observational data. Our results

suggest that because their geopotential centroid method

provides a TC center that does not necessarily favor the

FIG. 20. As in Fig. 11, but for the Guillermo-based profiles. Guillermo (black line) is only the

symmetric component of the tangential winds.
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RMW, they systematically underestimated the resulting

storm fit to the WDR profile, in a similar way as to what

was seen in our Figs. 8 and 11. The impact of this was a

weakening of the relationship between the intensity and

the state space to be updated by the algorithm, which

implies, in the end, an analyzed storm that is less con-

sistent with the observations. All of these results suggest

caution, and a careful comparison of the impact of dif-

ferent center-finding methods on ensemble data assim-

ilation is required. Ultimately, it is worth investigating

how sensitive model simulations are to the structure

of the initialized vortex. Work in this direction is

under way.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of Lognormal Wind Profile

The derivation of Eq. (5) begins by declaring what we

desire, which is a radial wind profile that is lognormal

in radius but has a prescribed maximum value and

location:

U(r)5U
max

f
X
(r)

f
X
(r

0
)
, (A1)

where fX is the lognormal function (Wilks 2011, 91–92):

FIG. 21. Error profiles of the normalized azimuthal Fourier amplitudes of vorticity (1023 s21) for the three Guillermo profiles with

asymmetries.
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r0 is the radius of maximum radial winds (RMRW) and s

and t are constants describing the distribution and are

always greater than zero. The variable S is the location

parameter and t is the shape parameter. The RMRW is

the analog of the mode of a lognormal distribution,

which can be expressed as

RMRW[ r
0
5 es2t2 , (A3)

where s is always larger than r0. This can be substituted

into Eq. (A2) to yield

f
X
(r

0
)5

1

t
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p exp

�
2s1

t2

2

�
. (A4)

Equation (A4) can be substituted into Eq. (A1), re-

sulting in the lognormal wind profile:

U(r)5
U

max

r
exp

(
s2

t2

2
2

"
(lnr2 s)2

2t2

#)
. (A5)

For this particular work, we have chosen to prescribe

the location parameter s, where s is the natural loga-

rithm of a ‘‘mean’’ radius, and then to solve for the shape

parameter t. Setting r equal to r0, setting the wind speed

to Umax, and performing the requisite algebra yields a

quartic equation in t:

1

2
t4 1 (s2 lnr

0
)t2 2

(lnr
0
2 s)2

2
5 0: (A6)

This equation is then solved computationally using

Newton’s method for t, and the positive (double) root is

chosen. Combined, these two give the shape of the dis-

tribution. If s is very close to ln r0, then the shape of the

wind field will be steeper. If s is farther away, then the

wind field will be much more diffuse.

APPENDIX B

Derivation of Relationship between Aliased Winds

Determining the center of a tropical cyclone is what

controls the ambiguity of how a wind vector at a given

point is decomposed into its cylindrical components. In a

FIG. 22. Normalized Fourier amplitudes of vorticity at the RMW of that particular offset for the four Guillermo profiles.
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fixed, Earth-relative (i.e., Cartesian) frame of reference

at a given moment in time, the Cartesian wind compo-

nents remain fixed. The storm-relative cylindrical wind

components, however, change depending on the loca-

tion of the center and, thus, the perspective of the ob-

server. To explain the sensitivity, we start with the four

conversion equations for the wind components in cy-

lindrical and Cartesian coordinates:

y
t
5 y

y
cosu2 u

x
sinu , (B1a)

u
r
5 u

x
cosu1 y

y
sinu , (B1b)

y
y
5 y

t
cosu1 u

r
sinu , and (B1c)

u
x
5 u

r
cosu2 y

t
sinu , (B1d)

where the subscripts indicate the coordinate system: x

and y for Cartesian, r and t for cylindrical. The variable u

is the angle between a grid point and a center location.

Imagine we have two centers on a vortex defined by o

and n, where o is the original center and n is some new

center at an offset. Taking advantage of the fact that the

Cartesian wind components are fixed in space, we can

express tangential and radial winds relative to the new

center n in terms of tangential and radial winds relative

to the old center o:

ynt 5 (yot cosuo 1 uo
r sinuo) cosun

2 (uo
r cosuo 2 yot sinuo) sinun and (B2a)

un
r 5 (uo

r cosuo 2 yot sinuo) cosun

1 (yot cosuo 1 uo
r sinuo) sinun . (B2b)

To simplify, we will assume the vortex is as WDRDiana

in section 4a, where thewinds are only tangential around

the true center, o. Simplifying and using a trigonometric

identity yield

ynt 5 yot cosuo cosun 1 yot sinuo sinun

5 yot cos(un 2 u
o
) and (B3a)

un
r 52yot sinuo cosun 1 yot cosuo sinun

5 yot sin(un 2 u
o
) . (B3b)

FIG. 23. Normalized azimuthal Fourier differences of vorticity, tangential wind, and radial wind between Guillermo-final and Guillermo-

final-rot. Warm (cool) colors indicate values where Guillermo-final (Guillermo-final-rot) is larger.
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Since the sine function is more sensitive to small changes

in angle at small angles, radial wind aliasing from the

tangential wind is more sensitive over the entirety of the

storm. The tangential wind is more robust until angle

differences become larger, something that would hap-

pen closer to the moved center—generally, inside the

RMW. For example, with a 108 difference, the tangential
wind would still retain 98.5% of its initial value, while

the radial wind would gain 17.4% of the value of the

initial tangential wind. Note that total windmagnitude is

what is conserved:

kvk5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(u

x
)2 1 (y

y
)2

q
5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(un

r )
2 1 (ynt )

2
q

5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(yot )

2 cos2(u
n
2 u

0
)1 (yot )

2 sin2(u
n
2 u

o
)

q
5 jyot j . (B4)
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